series of prophylactic and inducible defenses collectively termed "social" or 24 "collective" immunity (19, 20) . These defenses range from the immunological to 25 the behavioral, including the way colonies are organized and tasks are allocated 26 to workers (21, 22, 23) . 27
The social and spatial segregation of workers most susceptible to infection 28 is often cited as a major mechanism of disease prophylaxis in social insect 29 colonies (24, 25) . However, it is unclear if such segregation does indeed occur. 30 We remain unsure because observing individual behavior within a realistic colony 31 has been a formidable task. Here we pursue this avenue of inquiry by testing for 32 the presence of social and spatial segregation in colonies of the carpenter ant, 33
Camponotus pennsylvanicus, using analysis of ant social networks combined 34 with individual movement data. C. pennsylvanicus is an ant species that has 35 evolved to nest inside dead trees; we mimicked this by maintaining colonies 36
inside wood under complete darkness. We focused on the oral exchange of food, 37 trophollaxis, as the key social interaction of interest because colonies must 38 balance efficient resource flow with mitigating disease spread (26) . If social 39 segregation does occur, we would expect to see its signature represented in the 40 trophollactic interactions between castes. 41
Through the integration of biologically realistic behavioral observations 42 with network and spatial models centered on individual behavior, we ask if ant 43 castes are indeed segregated within the colony. Studies of social insects have 44 greatly benefitted from network analysis because it links local interactions 45 between individuals to the emergent, colony-wide properties that they produce 46 (27, 28, 29) . Several network metrics are of particular relevance to disease transmission, including degree and betweeness centrality. Degree centrality, the 48 number of unique individuals that a given focal ant interacts with, summarizes 49 that individual's exposure to and potential transmission of infectious agents (11) . 50
Although understanding the position of an individual within their social network is 51 important, knowing their spatial context is also crucial for disease flow. Recent 52 advances in automated tracking ability have enhanced our understanding of 53 colony-wide properties such as spatial segregation of different castes (30) . 54
However, no empirical studies to date have explicitly linked individual behavior, 55 social network position, and spatial location in a single study. For this reason we 56 combine our network analyses with a statistical analysis of ant movement within 57 the nest. 58
Finally, we also study the duration and temporal order of trophollaxis 59 interactions because although network and spatial position of individuals are 60 considered important for disease dynamics, the timing of ant-ant interactions is 61 also likely important. We find a number of patterns counter to the strongly 62 prevailing view of social immunity. Within the colony conditions for disease 63 spread would appear ideal. However, by integrating network, spatial and 64 temporal views we find that barriers to disease spread likely exist. It is through 65 this integration of spatial and network analyses with time that might best inform 66 our understanding of disease flow in other complex societies. 67 68
Results: 70
Two colonies of Camponotus pennsylvanicus, each containing 75 workers and 71 their queen, were individually housed in an experimental set-up consisting of a 72 wooden nest (area = 63cm 2 ) separated from a foraging arena (area = 63cm 2 ) by 73 a 4m long maze. Inside the foraging arena, ants had ad-libitum access to 20% 74 sucrose solution, water, and a protein source. This 4m separation between the 75 nest and the foraging arena ensured a clear behavioral separation between ants 76 allocated to foraging versus internal nest tasks. Video filming for behavioral 77 analysis was accomplished using a video camera (GoPro Hero2 with modified IR queen, see methods) was also recorded.
Static network analysis 93
There was a significant difference in trophollaxis count between worker 94 types. Foragers engaged in more trophollaxis events than did either nest workers 95 or the queen, although there was no significant difference between active and 96 inactive foragers (post-hoc Tukey HSD on one-way ANOVA, Fig. 1A ) However, 97 when the duration of these events is compared across worker types, nest 98 workers had on average the longest trophollaxis exchange, and this was only 99 statistically different from inactive foragers (post-hoc Tukey HSD on one-way 100 ANOVA Fig 1B) . 101
Static, unweighted network analyses were conducted on the trophollaxis 102 interaction for a single colony using the package 'iGraph' (31) implemented in R 103 (32) . Active foragers (ants who were observed to forage during the video 104 recording) had a higher degree (number of unique individuals with which they 105 engaged with through trophollaxis) than inactive foragers, nest workers, or the 106 queen. This represents an average of 2 additional unique individuals that 107 foragers exchanged food with compared to the queen. While the queen had an 108 average degree of 1, the identity of the individual she interacted with was not 109 consistent across nights. 110 111
Ant movement and spatial analysis 112
For each colony, individual ant movement patterns were investigated by 113 randomly choosing five known foraging ants, five known nest workers, and the 114 queen to have their spatial movement data recorded. The wooden nest in which ants were housed was gridded to a resolution of 1cm 2 , and the cell locations 116
where the majority of the ant's body was located as well as the time stamp when 117 it was in that location were recorded for the entire 20-minute duration of the video 118 for each of the 8 nights. The residence time spent in each cell was recorded and 119 summed over all ants to determine nest spatial use. In both colonies, the queen 120
Residence times in each cell and transitions to neighboring cells were used to fit 121 a continuous-time discrete-space random walk model for ant movement 122 behavior, where were used to calculate a movement or transition rate between 123
cells. 124
The average spatial usage of foragers, nest workers, and the queen is 125 given in Fig. 3 . Foragers occupied a greater proportion of the nest than did either 126 non-foraging nest workers or the queen. The queen was largely immobile in both 127 colonies, though in one colony (Col10), the queen spent some time in 3 of the 4 128 chambers of the nest. 129
To test for differences in movement behavior, we used a continuous-time 130 discrete-space Markov chain model for ant movement (33) that allows for testing 131 differences in movement behavior between worker types in response to spatial 132 covariates. We tested for differences in overall mean movement rates between 133 foraging and non-foraging nest workers, and for changes in movement rates 134 when in the same chamber as the queen. We also tested for directional bias in 135 movement behavior toward or away from the queen (i.e., queen avoidance). 136
Results of this analysis show that in both colonies non-foraging ants are more 137 mobile (have higher movement rates) than are foraging ants while in the nest 138 (p<10^-10, T-test). There was no evidence of directional queen avoidance by 139 foraging or non-foraging ants in either colony, but there was strong evidence in 140 one colony (RG2) that foraging ants move faster when near the queen then when 141 in another chamber (p<10^-14, T-test) and that non-foraging ants tend to move 142 slower when in the same chamber as the queen (p<0.01, T-test). In the second 143 colony (Col10), non-foraging ants also tend to move slower when near the queen 144 (p<.01, T-test), but there is small evidence that foraging ants move faster near 145 the queen (p<.3, T-test). This discrepancy is likely due to the increased 146 movement of the queen in the second colony, which obscures the spatial 147 movement signal. 148 149 Social network data has traditionally been analyzed as a time-aggregated 155 or static graph, in which the timing of interactions and their order is ignored. 156
However, this timing and order is crucially important for dynamic flow processes, 157 such as disease transfer (34) . We re-analyzed the ant interaction data using the 158 package 'timeordered' (35) implemented in R. This specifically incorporates the 159 time stamp of interactions when computing network metrics, and allows for a 160 much more biologically meaningful picture of intra-colony interactions of import to 161 disease. Fig. 4 shows a representative time-ordered network graph. Based on 162 the timing of interactions, returning foragers were never actually observed to 163 interact in a way necessary for disease transmission. 164
Discussion: 165 166
The results of this study provide a comprehensive view of social, spatial 167 and temporal segregation of different ant types within the colony. Static network 168 analyses revealed that actively foraging ants engage in social food exchanges 169 with more individuals than either nest workers or the queen. This is a surprising 170 finding given that actively foraging ants have the highest disease exposure of all 171 ants, and thus social immunity theory would predict that their contact with 172 susceptible nest mates should be minimized (17, 19) . When the duration of 173 trophollaxis events is taken into account, however, there are not statistically 174 significant differences between foragers and nest workers. This could be a 175 function of the biological limits to oral food transfer in C. pennsylvanicus and is 176 worth further investigation. This component of the trophollaxis data is in accordance with what social immunity theory would predict (ie. foragers don't 178 engage long, and therefore dangerous, trophollaxis interactions with nest mates). 179
In addition to social position of ants within the colony, we were also 180 interested in the spatial activity of such ants. Analysis of nest spatial usage 181 showed that foragers are spatially promiscuous, nest workers are less so, and 182 the queen hardly moves. While the queen's lack of movement syncs well with our 183 predictions from social immunity studies, the expansive movement of the 184 foragers is counterintuitive; theory predicts that foragers should be avoiding 185 internal areas of the nest. However, in one colony (RG2) , it does appear that 186 foragers may be modulating their speed in response to their social environment. 187
When foraging ants were in the same chamber as the queen, they moved faster 188 than their nest worker counterparts. By moving faster near the most important 189 individuals in the colony, foragers may be reducing the potential transmission of 190 any infectious agents that they may have been exposed to. analyses if we are to make biologically accurate conclusions (34) . Laboratory 210 studies involving animal behavior benefit from the incorporation of environmental 211 complexity and ecological realism. We encourage the continued advancement of 212 experimental set-ups if we are to gain a true understanding of how social insect 213 societies are structured. 214
Having provided a necessary null model of colony organization in the 215 absence of disease, future experiments in which laboratory infections are 216 combined with network analyses will further inform the extent to which colony 217 organization reduces disease transmission in social insect societies. Such 218 studies will also afford us the ability to synchronize theoretical predictions from 219 agent-based modeling approaches (36) with empirical data that will allow for 220 enhanced model parameterization. Social insect societies are a powerful model 221 system for investigating how perturbations in social structure can influence 222 disease transmission dynamics. However, to realize their full potential we 223 advocate for continued inquiry through the use of biologically meaningful 224 behavioral interactions that include temporal information. 225
Methods: 226 227
Ant colony set-up and filming 228 229
Two queen-right Camponotus pennsylvanicus colonies were collected 230 from field sites in Pennsylvania, U.S.A. in December 2012. Seventy-five worker 231
ants were haphazardly selected from each colony and were individually labeled. 232
Labels consisted of numbers printed on photo paper that were affixed to the ants' 233 gasters with optically clear nail polish. The labeling was not observed to alter the 234 ants' behavior or interactions (L. Quevillon, personal observation).
236
The labeled ants and the queen were housed in a nest set-up consisting 237 of a four-chambered wooden nest (total area = 63 cm 2 ) that was gridded to a 238 resolution of 1cm 2 and covered with a plexiglas top. This nest was contained 239
within a filming box so that nest conditions were always dark. The nest was 240 separated from a sand-bottomed foraging arena (total area = 63 cm 2 ) by a 4m 241 long maze. The length of the maze ensured that there was a clear separation 242
between workers allocated to foraging versus internal colony tasks (L. Quevillon, 243 personal observation). Inside the foraging arena, ants had ad libitum access to 244 water, 20% sucrose solution and mealworms. 245 246
Each colony was filmed at +/-30 minutes of 21:00 on 8 consecutive nights 247
in June 2013 using a GoPro Hero2 camera with a modified IR filter 248 (RageCams.com) illuminated under infrared light (Canon CMOS IR light).
249
Infrared light, which ants are unable to perceive (reference), was not observed to 250 affect ant behavior. 251 252
Video analysis and ant worker classification 253 254
For each night of filming, the trophollactic interactions of every ant inside 255 the nest were individually observed. Due to degradation of IR light intensity while 256
filming, only the first 20 minutes of each video were analyzed. For each 257 trophollactic interaction that was observed, the ant identities, start time, stop 258 time, and location within the nest were recorded. Additionally, the overall 259 behavioral category of each ant on each day was recorded (i.e. nest worker, 260
forager, non-active forager, queen). Nest workers were ants that were never 261 observed to leave the nest, foragers were ants that actively left the nest during 262 the course of the video segment, and inactive foragers were ants that had been 263
witnessed to leave the nest in video segments on previous days, but which did 264 not leave the nest during the video segment being currently analyzed. 265 266 267
Trophollaxis count and duration 269 270
The number of trophollaxis events and their duration for each individual in 271
Colony 10 was recorded as given above. To test for differences in both 272 trophollaxis count and duration as a function of ant type (ie. forager, inactive 273
forager, nest worker, or queen), a one-way analysis of variance was conducted 274
using .aov in R. Post-hoc tests for differences (Tukey HSD) were then used to 275 determine which ant types had significant differences from each other.
277
Static network analysis 278 279
Network metrics were analyzed for colony 10 for each night of 280 observation. Unweighted, static network analyses were conducted using the 281 iGraph package (31) implemented in R (32) . Metrics analyzed for each individual 282
ant included degree, betweeness centrality, closeness centrality, and Burt's 283 constraint.
285
Spatial movement analysis 286 287
The time-referenced spatial locations of the queen, 5 forager ants, and 5 288 randomly chosen nest-worker ants were recorded for each night. We used a 289
continuous-time discrete-space agent-based random walk model (33, 37) to make 290 inference about ant movement behavior. The CTDS framework is notable in that 291
it allows for inference on both directional (e.g., queen avoidance) and location-292
based (e.g., variable movement rates in different nest chambers) movement 293 mechanisms. Additionally, Hanks et al., (2013) have shown how inference can be 294 made on CTDS movement models under a standard generalized linear modeling 295 (GLM) framework, which leads to intuitive inference and efficient computation. 296
Drawing on standard continuous-time Markov chain models (e.g., 38) , if an ant is 297
in cell i at time t, then define the rate of transition from cell i to a neighboring cell j 298
as λ(ij). The total rate λ(i) at which ants move (transition) out of cell i is the sum of 299 the rates to all neighboring cells: = , and when the ant moves, the probability 300 of moving to cell k (instead of to another neighboring cell) is the ratio:
. 301 302
To model ant movement behavior near the queen, we will model λ(ij) as a 303 function of a spatial covariate which measures the distance from the queen's 304 most used locations (DFQ) at each grid cell (Figure 3 ). To examine local 305 behavior, the DFQ covariate was set to be constant out of the queen's chamber.
306
The DFQ covariate is location-based and will allow us to model differences in 307 movement rates when near or far from the queen. We also considered a 308 directional covariate, a gradient of the DFQ covariate (GDFQ). The GDFQ 309 gradient is a directional vector that points towards the queen, or along the 310 direction of steepest ascent of the DFQ covariate, and the GDFQ covariate will 311 be different for the transition rates to neighboring cells in different directions, thus 312
allowing for directional preference in ant movement. We also consider potential 313 differences in movement behavior between foraging (F) and non-foraging (NF) 314 ants, with F=1 for foraging ants and F=0 otherwise, and NF=0 for foraging ants 315 and NF=0 otherwise. We model the movement rate λ k (ij) of the k-th ant from cell 316 i to cell j as a function of interactions of these covariates and corresponding 317 regression parameters {β}: 318 319 λ k (ij) = exp{ F k β 1 + NF k β 2 + (F k * DFQi)β 3 + (NF k *DFQ i )β 4 320 + (F k *GDFQ ij )β 5 + (Fk*GDFQ ij )β 5 } 321 322
Differences in overall movement rates between foragers and non-foragers will be 323 represented by differences in β 1 and β 2 , with positive values corresponding to 324 higher movement rates. Positive values of β 3 correspond to higher movement 325 rates of foraging ants when far from the queen, and decreased movement rates 326 near the queen. Positive values of β 5 correspond to preferential directional 327 movement by foragers away from the queen (in the direction of the increase in 328 the gradient of DFQ shown that inference on the parameters in this movement model can be 331 accomplished using a Poisson GLM, which we fit using the 'glm' command in R.
332
Results are summarized in Table 1 . 333 334
Temporal (time-ordered) network analysis 335 336
Interactions from the static network analyses were re-analyzed including 337 the time-stamp of when the interactions occurred. Temporal networks were 338 constructed using the package 'timeordered' in R. The time to interaction 339 between foraging ants and the queen was calculated using the function 340 'shortesttimepath'. 341 Figure 1 : Trophollaxis data for colony 10. a) Trophollaxis count (number of individual trophollaxis events) and b) trophollaxis duration (seconds) as a function of ant worker type. * and ** denote ant worker types that differed significantly in their trophollaxis count or duration (post-hoc Tukey HSD on oneway ANOVA). Horizontal lines represent trophollaxis events between the indivudal lines that they connect. The queen is highlighted in red, and a foraging ant that has returned to the nest is highlighted in green. Note that the queen and foraging ant never interact in a temporally meaningful way, despite their overall connectivity within a static network representation. 
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